Using Your Flask

preheat or precool your flask
before filing with your chosen drink.
To preheat or precool, fill the flask with hot or cold water
and allow to stand for 1-2 minutes. Empty flask and fill
with prepared drink to just below the stopper. DO NOT
overfill.
If adding ice cubes or soup with meat pieces etc, it is
possible to remove the flask top completely by unscrewing
anticlockwise. Refit by screwing in clockwise direction until
tight.
Ensure the pressure release valve is closed by pressing and
releasing the button on the stopper (valve is closed when
button is up).
Screw stopper down firmly, tilt flask over sink to check for
leaking.
Place small cup on top of flask and screw large cup on
until it clicks into position (cup handle aligned with carry
handle).
Attach carry strap if required by simply pushing strap
connectors into the slots, top and bottom of handle, until
they click into place. Test strap is secure by gently pulling.
To remove the strap, squeeze the sides of the connector
with thumb and forefinger to release the securing clips,
and gently pull out.
For Best Results Always
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Thank you for purchasing this CLARKE Vacuum Flask.
Please read this leaflet thoroughly and follow directions
carefully before using your new flask.
In doing so will ensure the safety of yourself and that of
others around you, and you can look forward to your
flask giving you a long and reliable service.

CLARKE GUARANTEE

This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty
manufacture for a period of 12 months from the
date of purchase. Please keep your receipt as proof
of purchase.
This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to
have been abused or tampered with in any way,
or not used for the purpose for which it was
intended.
Faulty goods should be returned to their place of
purchase, no product can be returned to us without
prior permission.
This guarantee does not effect your statutory rights.

Please note that the details and specifications contained herein are correct at
the time of going to print. However CLARKE International reserve the right to
change specifications at any time without prior notice.
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Features










Virtually unbreakable stainless steel construction
Keeps liquids hot for up to 8 hours
Keeps liquids cold for up to 24 hours
1.2 litre capacity
Folding Handle
Detachable Shoulder Strap
Extra Large Cup Lid (380ml)
Additional cup inside lid
Pressure release valve

Safety
Do Not
Do Not
Do Not
Never
Never

overfill, fill to bottom of stopper only.
drink hot liquids directly from the flask.
allow children to fill flask with hot liquids.
use harmful chemicals to clean your flask.
submerge the whole flask in water for lengthy
periods (the handle pins may rust).

Care & Attention

empty and wash out with hot water each time
the flask has been used, allow to drain dry before storing.
Occasionally it is permitted to clean the flask using
sterilizing liquid or tablets following manufacturers
instructions carefully.
Store your flask with the cup and stopper removed.
Always
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